Leeds Arts University leads the way for student satisfaction

Leeds Arts University is the highest ranked specialist arts university in the National Student Survey 2017.

The National Student Survey (NSS), measures student satisfaction based on teaching, tutor support, feedback, and learning of final year students at education intuitions across the UK.

The survey results confirmed that 91% of final year students at Leeds Arts University reported overall satisfaction with the quality of their course, ranking higher than all other UK specialist arts universities and all universities in Yorkshire. This NSS result is the highest student satisfaction rating Leeds Arts University has ever achieved.

Professor Simone Wonnacott, Vice-Chancellor, Leeds Arts University said:

“We are delighted to see such a high level of overall satisfaction from our students, reflected in the National Students Survey 2017. To be the highest ranked specialist arts university is testament to the dedication of our staff to deliver a high quality teaching experience for our students.

To increase our score once again is an important acknowledgement of the continued effort to improve the experience for our students, and comes at a significant time as we recently received confirmation of our full university status, meaning we are now the only specialist arts university in the North of England. We are grateful that so many of our students chose to share their views in recognition of this."
The industry standard facilities at the University were also ranked highly, with 92% reporting satisfaction with the learning resources, including workshops, IT resources and the University library.

The NSS is a nationally recognised annual survey commissioned by the Higher Education Funding Council for England, giving final year undergraduate students an opportunity to provide anonymous feedback on what it has been like to study on their course.
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Leeds Arts University

Founded in 1846 as the Leeds Government School of Art and Design, Leeds Arts University has contributed significantly to the development of art education in Britain and across the world. The University has an impressive history of notable past students, Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth were students in 1919 and 1920. In later years Damien Hirst, Marcus Harvey, Eric Bainbridge, Clio Barnard and Georgina Starr all studied at the University, known then as the Jacob Kramer College. The University’s recent graduates continue to win prestigious international awards year on year and enjoy successful careers in the creative industries. Leeds Arts University has recently started of building works on a new £22 million state-of-the-art expansion, due to be completed by summer 2018.
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